DIJON RELEASES DEBUT EP SCI FI 1
SHARES NEW VIDEO "BAD LUCK"

"Bad Luck" video still

LISTEN: Sci Fi 1
https://Dijon.lnk.to/SciFi1

WATCH: "bad luck"
https://WBR.lnk.to/DijonBadLuckVid
What the press is saying about Dijon:

"warm, dripping globs of time-softened imagery that you'll want to submerge yourself in"
The FADER

"has the voice that cuts through to your soul and his songwriting is beyond his years"

Hypebeast

"Dijon's Take on R&B Is Lovingly Worn and Incredibly Special"
Noisey

Today, Los Angeles-based, Baltimore-raised artist Dijon Duenas shares his debut EP. Released under
his first name, Sci Fi 1 includes previously-released singles "Cannonball" and "Drunk" and marks the
first full body of work from Dijon as an established solo artist. An emphatic chronicle of tender emotions
experienced in his solitude, the EP brings Dijon's distinct poetic world of R&B-tinged folk to the
spotlight, and has grabbed the attention of critics and fellow artists alike. Across the project's 7 tracks,
he stands steadfast as a songwriter and vocalist, weaving poetry into tracks that are both commanding
and intimate in the same breath.

Speaking on the EP, Dijon says "Sci Fi 1 is a collection of ideas that did not have a home-not quite an
album, something in between. Made in living rooms mostly at night."

To coincide with the release, Dijon is also sharing a new video from the project. The striking and
solemn new visual for "Bad Luck," conceptualized by Dijon and Jack Karaszewski and directed by
Jack, finds Dijon endlessly roaming in the Los Angeles night, illuminated by and tethered to a single
string of lights.

Listen to Sci Fi 1 and watch "Bad Luck" above, see below for more details on the EP and stay tuned for
more from Dijon coming soon.

Dijon
Sci Fi 1
March 1, 2019

1. Lace
2. Cannonball
3. Dog Eyes
4. Drunk
5. TV Blues
6. Bracelet
7. Bad Luck
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